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Management of Transuranics Using the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) Fuel Cycle

David C. Wade

The 50 years of activities following the discovery of self-sustaining fission chains have

given rise to a buildup of roughly 900 tonnes of manmade transuranics. The formation of

transuranics is initiated by the parasitic neutron capture on the abundant isotope (U238) of

uranium ore to produce Pu239 and the minor actinides are formed via the unavoidable parasitic

neutron capture which accompanies fission capture on the transuranic isotopes themselves. Of

the total, about 260 tonnes of Pu239 were generated for use in weapons while the remainder were

generated as a byproduct of electrical power produced worldwide by the commercial thermal

nuclear power industry. What is to be done with these actinides?

The options for disposition include interminable storage, burial, or recycle for use. The

pros and cons of each option are being vigorously debated regarding the impact upon the issues

of human and ecological risk — both current and future; weapons proliferation potential — both

current and future; and total life cycle benefits and costs.

As to the options for utilization, commercial uses for actinides (uranium and transuranics)

are of limited diversity. Small quantities find use in medical applications; a few kg/y of Pu238

is used for portable heat sources. The largest use of depleted uranium is for ballast. However,

the actinides have in the past and will in the future find application in large scale mostly by

virtue of their ability to release energy through fission, and here their utility is unmatched —

whether the application be in commercial electricity generation or in armaments.

The transuranics contained in the 100 tonnes of weapons material expected to become

available from disarmament contains enough fission energy to supply 35000 GWe d of electricity

(lOO tonnes * 10* - I™- * 1.05 MW ,̂ d/gm * V3——L). This represents the U.S. electricalv tonne M W /

energy requirements for a little over two months and constitutes about 40 billion dollars of

electricity sales at 50 mills/kwhr. Similarly, the recovery and recycle for energy production of
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the transuranics in the current thermal reactor spent fuel reserves represents an energy potential

two and a half times larger. These large values are matched by the past costs of the defense

expenditures which created weapons materials inventories.

The innate value of the world's current store of transuranic materials for either of its

potential recycle uses is thus seen to be enormous by even casual inspection. Does this fact have

relevance to the storage or burial options for disposition?

It is demonstrably true that materials of innate value cannot be successfully sequestered

in perpetuity; first because safeguarding incurs cost for which an offsetting revenue source is

absent in a storage or burial disposition scenario. Secondly, and far more importantly, the half

life for stability of societies is shorter than that of the materials. Conquest or changes in internal

sovereign policy have historically taken place in periods of 50 to 500 years and have more often

than not led to seizure and reallocation of use of long half life material of intrinsic value (e.g.,

gold, silver, and land). Thus, a policy of storage or burial is a policy of abrogation —

relinquishing to future societies the decision as to which use (armaments or energy) to put the

energy and economic potential of the current store of transuranic materials.

Alternately, now is the propitious moment for current societies to take a decision to use

the transuranics for civilian energy production and to put them into a form such that they lack

cost effectiveness for armaments utilization. The time is right for several reasons. First, the

societies which decided fifty years ago to undertake a nuclear arms race have now changed their

policy to one of nuclear disarmament. Second, the need for environmentally clean civilian

energy will become acute over the next several decades. The earth's population is expected to

more than double in the next half century to more than 11 billion — with most of the growth

occurring in the developing nations. Even if the per capita use of electrical energy were only

a fraction of that currently consumed in the U.S., by the year 2050 the earth's societies will

require vastly expanded power production just to achieve a standard of living substantially less

than that enjoyed currently in the U.S., Europe, and Japan. Where will this energy come from?

It is clear that developing economies, struggling to provide a standard of living above the



poverty level for their citizens will make decisions first on the basis of local economic factors

and that global ecology impacts will receive a lesser priority in the decision process. This means

that wood, coal, oil, and natural gas, i.e. fossil energy will be selected in those societies which

will dominate the next 50 year's of energy growth -- unless the currently developed nations

provide an alternative at a competitive price.

In Europe and Japan, policy decisions have already been taken to recycle the existing

transuranics to recover a part of their energy and economic value for civilian energy production.

This recycle is conducted via PUREX-based recycle chemistry and (LWR) thermal neutron based

fission. By employing "self-generated recycle" of the plutonium from LWR once through

discharge fuel, one can in effect more than double the benefit derived from the potential energy

content of the already mined uranium ore. The LWR recycle approach employs existing

technology and infrastructure. Recycle in any thermal spectrum reactor, however, eventually

will encounter a barrier based on the physical properties of the transuranics; the even-A isotopes

are not fissile, and they comprise a poison in a thermal spectrum reactor. Thus, two or at most

three recycles of transuranics through thermal spectrum reactors are contemplated.

That the U238 also constitutes an energy resource has been recognized from the beginning

of the atomic age inasmuch as its capture of a neutron produces the fissile isotope Pu239. The

potential energy source contained in the already-mined and refined U238 is truly enormous. If

further mining were conducted and the U238 in the known plus reasonably assured reserves of

the earth's crust were used, the amount would grow to a number of centuries worth of the

earth's societies' energy requirements at the current usage rate.

The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) fuel cycle offers a number of features for management

of the current and future burden of manmade transuranic materials and for capturing the energy

content of the U238. First and foremost, the reactor is a fast spectrum reactor in which all

transuranics are fissionable and serve as fuel for creation of electrical power. Secondly, the

recycle chemistry is one which naturally carries all transuranics in a single product for recycle

to the reactor. Third, the waste forms which leave the IFR fuel cycle are essentially free of



transuranics; at most a tenth of a percent of the transuranics per cycle end up in the waste form

while the rest are recycled to the reactor to serve as fuel. Fourth, given a fixed power plant and

reactor vessel and internals, the IFR core loading can be variously configured to produce

breeding ratios lying anywhere between 0.5 and 1.5. This very large range of performance is

precisely what is needed for management of the earth's burden of transuranics; as shown in

Figure 1, it provides the means to extract all the energy potential from the U238 in the earth's

endowment of uranium ore, to hold constant or increase the deployment of reactors on a local

(regional) basis, and eventually to close the nuclear power option out in an ecologically-sound,

boyscout-Iike manner by using burner (BR = 0.5) core loadings to consume the working

inventories of decommissioned sibling units. Archaeologists of several millennia hence would

be able to discern the sophistication of current societies by noting an unnaturally low uranium

content in the earth's crust — rather than an unnaturally high transuranic burden if IFR

technology were employed to draw the commercial energy benefit from the actinides.

A tension has historically existed between the two energy uses of transuranics in that the

use of transuranics in fast reactors for the peaceful application has been burdened by a

perception that such use invites the proliferation of use also for the armament application. This

concern has historically been addressed by institutional means.

The IFR fuel cycle, however, presents a number of significant technical barriers to

diversion of transuranic material as well. First, a pure plutonium product never exists at any

point in the cycle; the recycle chemistry is inherently unable to achieve a product with

transuranic/uranium ratio greater than about four; second, since all the transuranics report to the

same product, the plutonium is always intimately mixed with the minor actinides which provide

isotopic contamination and substantial decay heat, alpha, and neutron radioactivity. Also, the

recycle chemistry is inherently unable to achieve a fission product decontamination factor greater

than about 1000; thus, the transuranic product is self protecting as a result of the gamma

radiation from (especially) the lanthanides. The incomplete separations of the pyrometallurgical

recycle technology and the pyrophoric nature of the metallic fuel form and recycle products

dictate that the recycle processes be conducted remotely in a heavily shielded, argon inerted cell;
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the limited accessibility provides substantial opportunities for physical control measures.

Finally, the batchwise character of every process step gives rise to discrete product transfers —

eliminating liquid streams and making the entire cycle amendable to near real time accountancy

measures. For all of the above reasons, an IFR power plant site with a collocated Fuel Cycle

Facility is a "black hole" for transuranics." U238, steel, and (for BR< 1 designs, transuranics)

go into the site while electricity, waste heat, and transuranic-free waste forms come out of the

site. The site is highly amenable to IAEA safeguards and employs at every stage of the cycle

a transuranic containing product which is at least as unattractive for armaments use as UO2-LWR

fresh and spent fuel.

The full paper will display IFR cores designed for the range of breeding ratios discussed

above and associated mass flow evaluations. Discussions of safety and diversion resistance

features will be presented.
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